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No. SNEA/KRL/CGM/2015-16/61             dated   01-09-2016 
 

To 
  
The Chief General Manager Telecom,  
BSNL, Kerala Circle, 
Thiruvananthapuram.  

 

Sub :- Transfer of SDE/DE/DGMs from Kerala Circle on long stay basis to Tenure/ non-Tenure Circles. 

 Ref :-  1. 412-09/2016-Pers-I dated 01-08-2016 

           2. No.1-1/2016-Pers-II dated 01-08-2016 

 

Respected Sir, 

 As per the letter under reference Stay particulars of SDEs/ DEs were called by BSNL corporate office from among 

those below 56 years as on 31-3-2017 for posting to tenure and non-tenure Circle as substitute against those 

completing their tenure.  In this connection it is brought to your kind attention that as far as SDEs/DEs/DGMs are 

concerned, Kerala circle is in acute shortage and DEs/DGMs from TN, KTK, CHTD, AP are posted to this Circle.  At 

present no SDE/DE/DGMs  working  at tenure/ non-tenure Circles from Kerala circle has completed their tenure .It 

is requested that  the corporate office may be appraised about these facts and necessary steps may be taken so as 

to ensure that   no executive from Kerala is transferred out of the circle . It is also requested that shortage of 

executives in the circle may be taken up and   all executives waiting for promotion to SDE (SCF/LICE), AO, CAO, DE 

and DGMs   from Kerala Circle is posted to Kerala circle itself. It will be a reward to Kerala circle which in turn 

boost the morale of its executives so that the Circle which stood number one position in profit, operational 

efficiency and   contributing more than 10% of the total BSNL revenue will be able to   continue and march ahead 

in its performance  and  generate more revenue and profit. 

Thanking you, 
 
 Yours Sincerely  

 
(T Santhosh Kumar) 
 Circle Secretary.  
 
Copy to:  1. GM (HR), O/o CGMT, Trivandrum 

    2. GS, SNEA CHQ, New Delhi 
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